
 You Are My Sunshine Lattice Card 
Color Scheme: Daffodil Delight, Early Espresso, Gumball Green, Naturals Ivory & White

Supplies   

Stamps: Sunshine (single stamp #132671, $5.95), A Round Array, Various sentiment sets for 
inside. 

Ink: Early Espresso, Daffodil Delight, Gumball Green and Crumb Cake Classic pads, Daffodil 
Delight & Gumball Green Marker.

Paper: Gumball Green, Early Espresso, Daffodil Delight, Naturals White, Naturals Ivory, Pear 
Pizzazz, So Saffron

Punches: 7/8” Scallop Circle, Bird Builder, Itty Bitty Shapes Punch Pack

Other: Big Shot, Lattice Bigz die, Perfect Polka Dots Embossing Folder, dimensional

Directions

In your packet are 4 card bases (2 Pear Pizzazz, 1 So Saffron, 1 Naturals White – I have extra 
colors if you want to trade base colors).  Look at the samples and decide if you want embossed 
fronts or not and colored with marker or not then follow directions as they relate.  Except for the 
one dimensional on the lower sunflower all other flowers are adhered direct to paper using the 
adhesives you’ve brought today.  If you need extra your demonstrator has more available for 
sale. :D 

1) Score all 4 cards at 5-1/2”, fold and crease.  If embossing card front, place front of card into 
Perfect Polka Dots folder make your sandwich and run through the Big Shot on no tabs.

2) Die cut all four Naturals Ivory pieces with the Lattice die.  You can die cut multiples at one 
time.  You may want to reserve the small pieces from the die cuts to use as flower petals or a 
decorative border on the inside of darker colored cards.  Keep negative to use as a frame.

3) Place Woodgrain background stamp rubber side up.  Ink stamp with Crumb Cake Ink Pad.  
Place front of lattice down and using scrap paper on top press/rub carefully to ink the lattice.

4) Stamp the Sunshine stamp using Early Espresso ink on the 4 smaller Naturals White 
cardstock pieces centering the rubber as much as possible.  Use trimmer or scissors to even up 
the borders.  Stamp the center “Are My” line across the narrow scrap of Daffodil Delight 
cardstock and trim to just outside the dots all around as needed.  Stamp 4 pieces.  Adhere the 
DD stamped strips across the sentiment on all 4 pieces.  See sample.  If you wish you may color 
the rest of the sentiment carefully with the Daffodil Delight marker.  Try to stay inside the lines 
as the Early Espresso is not waterproof.  When done adhere the completed sentiment to the 
Gumball Green mat layer.

5) Use narrow Gumball Green scraps and punch out 3 leaf branches per card.  Stamp 
with one or both A Round Array stamps to create your sunflowers using Daffodil Delight 
ink on DD scraps.  You want 4 per card.  Punch sunflowers with the 7/8” scallop punch.  
Grab 4 Early Espresso circles from the container or punch your own with the small circle 
punch and adhere to the flower centers.

6) Adhere the lattice die cut close to the top of the card front then adhere the sentiment 
layered piece offset/overlapped but centered near the bottom.  Leave the upper edge of 
sentiment loose until you fit the stems under as needed.  Adhere leaves and flowers.  
Use dimensional to pop up the single flower at side of sentiment.

7) Decorate interior of cards and envelopes (if any) as you desire.  Check center table 
for appropriate sentiments.  I also have the large sunflower stamp if you want to use 
that as a stamped off background for the interior.  I suggest using Crumb Cake stamped 
off once for that.  The negative from the Lattice would make a nice frame for text too.
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